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University of Northern Iowa
Online Voting and Surveys Results by Question

Student Computer Center Survey (Survey ID: 30)
11/10/2006 01:00 PM - 12/09/2006 12:00 AM

1. As a UNI student, you have been selected to participate in a research project regarding ITS Student Computer Centers. The study is being conducted by ITS 
User Services and involves completing this web-based survey designed to assess user satisfaction with the ITS Student Computer Centers. Participation in 

the study will take approximately 2-5 minutes and is strictly anonymous. Your survey responses will be automatically submitted to a secure server with no 
personally identifying information. 
The study involves no more risks than those encountered in daily life. Your participation is completely voluntary and refusal to take part in the study involves 
no penalty or loss of benefits to which you may be otherwise entitled. There is no compensation or direct benefit for participating in the study. 
If you have any questions about the study you may contact Sandra Brasch, at 319-273-2427. You may also contact the UNI Human Participants Coordinator at 
319-273-6148 if you have any questions about your rights as a research participant. 
I am fully aware of the nature of this project and agree to participate. 

 

 Percentage Responses

Yes 100.0% 454
No 0.0% 0

Total Responses: 454

 

2. If you do not want to participant in this survey. please close your browser now.  If you do want to continue with the survey, just continue with Rating the ITS
SCCs.

Rate the ITS SCCs.

 

 Bartlett Bender Bridge Campbell
Consulting 

Center 
(ITTC 36)

Dancer Lang Lawther Library Maucker Redeker Redeker-CyberBar ROTH Schindler Towers Towers-CyberBar Wellness
No 

Preference

Which ITS 
SCC do 
you most 
prefer to 
use?

21
(4.6%)

2
(0.4%)

19
(4.2%)

24
(5.3%)

7
(1.5%)

7
(1.5%)

17
(3.7%)

17
(3.7%)

69
(15.2%)

62
(13.7%)

40
(8.8%)

5
(1.1%)

6
(1.3%)

36
(7.9%)

38
(8.4%)

1
(0.2%)

10
(2.2%)

73
(16.1%)

Which ITS 
SCC do 
you least 
prefer to 
use?

8
(1.8%)

7
(1.5%)

10
(2.2%)

5
(1.1%)

17
(3.7%)

1
(0.2%)

4
(0.9%)

3
(0.7%)

13
(2.9%)

17
(3.7%)

7
(1.5%)

11
(2.4%)

11
(2.4%)

4
(0.9%)

7
(1.5%)

7
(1.5%)

13
(2.9%)

309
(68.1%)

Which ITS 
SCC do 
you use 
most 
frequently?

28
(6.2%)

2
(0.4%)

22
(4.8%)

29
(6.4%)

5
(1.1%)

6
(1.3%)

16
(3.5%)

21
(4.6%)

87
(19.2%)

59
(13.0%)

43
(9.5%)

6
(1.3%)

10
(2.2%)

35
(7.7%)

35
(7.7%)

2
(0.4%)

16
(3.5%)

32
(7.0%)

Total Responses: 454

 

3. How often do you use the ITS Student Computer Centers?

 

 Percentage Responses

Daily 24.2% 110
Weekly 48.7% 221
Monthly 12.3% 56
Less Than Monthly 14.8% 67

Total Responses: 454

 

4. How often do you use MyUNIverse (My.UNI.edu)?

 

 Percentage Responses

Daily 47.8% 217
Weekly 43.4% 197
Monthly 6.6% 30
Less Than Monthly 0.7% 3
Only when required 1.5% 7

Total Responses: 454

 

5. How could lab employees (Customer Service Assistants) serve you better?

 

N/A  

They have answered my questions effectively and efficiently. There fine.  
There isn't always an attendent on duty at all the computer centers which can sometimes cause problems if there is an issue with paper, the printer, or 
student conflicts.

 

they do a nice job already  

make sure there is always paper in the bridge lab between hagemann and neohren. there is only paper there half of the time.  

They do a very good job right now.  

They've done just fine for me.  

none  

Fix the printer problems in Bartlett in a more timely manor, and give more paper to Bartlett, and check up on Bartlett every other day if not daily!!!  

they do an excellent job  
If math programs could be placed on the computers in the math buildiing that would be extremely helpful. (ie SAS should be in WRT hall). Having a
computer lab in the "East Gym" ITT building would be good too. More importantly, if there is something that could be done about the heat being way to
high in the Library lab that would help make it more tolerable to be in there. Smelling body odor from people sweating makes it very hard to be in there,
but is the most convienent lab to be in, unless they get the SAS program in the labs in Wright Hall.
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Provide generic log-ons to the computers  

They do a good job.  

there are never people in the bridge lab and it s always out of paper  

There none in the Lawther Computer lab.  

Make the signing in process less of a hassle.  

None  

None, they are doing a great job!  
dont make me change my password everytime I do to a new computer lab- it is impossible to remember a new one every single time. That is the only
reason I dont use the labs- I would be there often if I didn't have to go through the password bull every time.

 

Printers and Computers are always broke in Lawther Hall. They usually always have paper but they are out of toner or ink and it makes it hard to 
complete assignments when your counting on the printer to work in the computer lab.

 

The computer lab in Rod Library is extremely warm. I am always there because I have so many papers, but I feel sick when I am working because it is 
so warm. PLEASE fix this problem.

 

Be thereall the time, check the printer paper periodically before it runs out, ask people on phones to step outside, act like they want to help and not just 
focus on their own homework...this is their job!

 

They do a wonderful job!!!  

I don't know  

They do a good job already  

None  
The printer often seems down in Bartlett - paper jams, slow printing, etc. There has also been a computer that has not worked since the beginning of the
year. It would be nice if that were replaced so that when the lab is especially busy, there is one more computer open.

 

If something goes wrong.. i.e. and computer freezes, they will be able to figure out the problem, or find someone who does know the problem.  

Be patient and be courteous in all the needs of the students  
The bridge one is ALWAYS out of paper and it is really annoying to rush to the lab to quick print something and then having to rush to another because 
it is out of paper. And when I say always I mean every morning it is out of paper. It would be nice to let us students have access to extra paper when the 
CSAs arent there.

 

Make sure that the printer always has paper in it. It seems like whenever I go in there to print something the printer is always out of paper.  

Being present at all times as there are times that no one is present in the lab I use.  

I don't use the labs  

Well, they seem to be swamped with people most of the time. I suppose a few more on staff in heavily used areas could help.  

They are doing just fine.  

To have lab employees avalible more hours  

I wouldn't know as I never use the labs.  

A better job in promotin wireless for campus use  

I think they do a great job!  

They are doing a great job already. There's nothing more to ask for.  

nothing, they do a great job in Schindler keeping everything running smoothly  

They've always been great to me.  

A lot of the times, theres is no one there. And when they are, they don't keep people quite and sometimes, they are the one being loud.  
By being there to help with questions, load paper in the printer, and to check the ink. No one is ever there. Also there are times that the lab does not get
open.

 

not put me on hold every time i call  

I only use the computer lab in Curris Business Building.  

Making sure all the printers and machines are full of paper and ink and running correctly.  
Make passwords easier to make and not reset so much, because it deters me from using the coputers that have another password to get into (make it 
the same as myUniverse password and login)

 

be more knowledgable  

they could keep the printers working better. in bartlett, the printer is frequently out of paper or even not working entirely  

color printers  

have options of colored paper. And have some use of color cartridges in more facilities.  
I usually use the Bartlett lab because it is most convient and there is no assistant. When I do go to the towers centers they are always helpful when I 
need questions answered.

 

Have a place where people can work and be able to talk with out people getting annoyed. Have the employees that work in the labs be nicer and more 
willing to help.

 

being really low tech myself, sometimes I don't understand when technical vocabulary is used  

They have always been able to help me with my questions. I am satisfied with their performance.  

The services seem OK for as often as I use them.  

They seem to do a fine job already, so just keep up the good work.  

To me, I feel like myUNIverse is confusing and it was a little overwhelming when I first logged onto it.  

Making sure the printers are up and running. There are times when there is no paper or the printers are not working.  

making sure there is enough paper available for printers keeping keyboards and mouses sanitized  

Actually have assistants available (sometimes there is no one there)  

Put a printer in the Rider Hall Lobby so I don't have to go to the redeker lab.  

nothing - they're doing a good job.  

I rarely use the lab as I have my own computer. So they are doing a fine job if you ask me.  

My classes are mostly night classes and it is quite obvious that they are ready to go home when I arrive.  

They are very helpful  
If they could answer at least some basic questions about the computers in their lab that would be really helpful. (like if they have some programs or are 
compatable with a particular kind of hard/software)

 

make sure that the bridge computer lab is unlocked on weekends. Several times this year it has not been unlocked during the weekend without any 
warning. Also several times when you go in there their is no paper. This then causes a backup in redeker and no computers are available or it takes 
forever to print things off.

 

nothing  

There are none in Bartlett  

Never had any contact with them--didn't realize they really had a job besides making sure the paper didn't run out.  
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The ones in Kamerick Art Building do not seem to be familiar with alot of the image editing software, and the color printers, and how to enlarge things. If 
the art building has all of these tools, they should train staff that know how to utilize them, so they can reach their full potential.

 

Temp. in labs are usually high  

Learn more features of the computers.  

usually are not there when questions are needed to be asked. maybe have a oncall phone for questions.??  

make their services more advertised  

Make sure there is always paper in the labs. Make sure that if something goes wrong we have someone to contact.  

Be there more often. Paper runs out a lot and we are left with going somewhere else because there is no one there to put paper in the printers  

Fill the printers more often or have extra paper in the labs.  

i think they serve fine now  

They do a pretty good job  

They do a great job when they're there, which is most of the time. I'm more than satisfied with their services.  

I rarely ever see a lab employee in the bridge, so they could just be there more often.  

Make sure that there is always paper in the printer and that papers do not build up on the printer. It makes it easier to find your own papers that way.  

I feel that do a pretty good job.  

I think they do a good job  

Lab employees do a good job. I want to see color printing at least available (i.e. charge for it or give students 10-20 pages a semester).  

mostly good overall  

Make sure there is always paper  

Be a little more friendly when calling about password changes.  
IF they knew how to reset passwords in places such as Maucker that would be great. I forgot mine and it was a pain. If people were able to just fix it 
right there that would be convenient.

 

Never had a problem they couldn't or didn't help with.  

keep the printers better stocked with paper - the hagemann/noehren bridge computer lounge is ALWAYS out of paper!  

They are fine they just look rude alot of the time  
it should be more obvious who the lab techs are. sometimes i go in there needing help with something and i have no idea if there is even a lab tech 
present.

 

I have never realy had a problem, other than ink or paper being out of the printers which is always taken care of in Lawther within an hour or so, 
therefore I have no real perspective on this.

 

By being on call and having someone in the room to better assist students. It is hard when you forget your password that you're not able to just talk to 
someone and get a new one.

 

Fix printing problems faster and make sure that the printer have paper.  

No idea.  

by trying to stay positive at all times (this does not mean that there is always bad customer service).  
have them staffed and keep students informed possibly via email or myuniverse about changes in hours or closures(ex: mac labs in KAB several weeks 
ago)

 

They should be able to tell me what to do when i am having a problem with one of the computers  

assistance with printers  

Make known who they are. I have not realized who the assistants were anytime I have gone in there.  

they do a good job  

They are always very helpful when I am in there!  
Make password changing from year to year more smooth. Many people I know, including myself, can't get a new password, old password, or any 
password to work even after following directoins. It's a huge pain!

 

greet you when you come in :)  

Be nicer.  
Knowing the programs and helping you out with classes that may cause a problem for you. I wish in the ITC Building All of the Dreamweaver and CS2
programs were offered in lab 24 as well as lab 19.

 

Make sure the computer printers are always WORKING and have enough TONER and PAPER.  

make sure there is Always paper in the printers - it runs out at night and makes it hard to do late night papers.  

they are very helpful to me now.  

I have no complaints as they are prompt and congenial.  

Actually being present when they are supposed to be working.  

It would help if they simply knew a little more about computers such as Microsoft Word, Excel, etc.  

keeping the ink in the printers full.  

If we had one in campbell  

service is good already  
The printer in the Bartlett Hall computer lab always has complications. I know its subject to students using it, but please will you occassionally check on 
it?

 

Be there to help repair printers more often.  

Keep the room temperature at a decent temperature. Some labs are freezing, and others are extremely hot.  
Ensure that all computers and printers are working. I've noticed many machines to be broken for long periods of time. Daily checking on each printer
would be very useful.

 

Try to keep the printer from breaking down, running out of paper & ink, etc... its very frustrating when you try to print something and it wont work!  

They are plenty helpful as is.  
The lab employees are usually pretty good. Never had a problem with them. HOWEVER - I find that having to use different logins and passwords and
procedures for each different lab is totally frustrating, especially when you don't use the other labs often enough to remember your sign-in information.
Can't there be a more centralized way of signing in?

 

Be more knowledgable about machines.  

Pretty good job  
MAKE SURE THAT THERE IS PAPER IN THE PRINTERS!! MORE THAN ONCE I HAVE NEEDED TO PRINT SOMETHING AND THERE HAS NOT 
BEEN ANY PAPER IN THE LAB IN NOEHREN.

 

they are doing a great job, I don't ask help though.  

Be more willing to help you when you are having trouble working a well known program such as word.  

color printers would be nice! but otherwise, I'm really happy with the Computer Centers  

Be there more often to help out with the printer when it stops working.  

Maybe be there a little bit more but I understand that they are students too and have lives outside the lab.  
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They'll do a better job by having students observing silence in the Library computer lab.  
They could make sure that supplies such as paper for printing do not keep running out all the time and that the printers themselves would remain in 
working order which is more the exception than the rule

 

making sure the scanners are actually clean. So many fingerprints smudge them up!  

Cleaning the computers more often  

More lab employees  

i think they are doing a great job!  

no improvement needed!  

Anwering to questions.  
Really work hard at having the computers up and running and always having the printers available to use. I usually need the printers the most in the labs
and so it's frustrating when I cannot use them and have to go to another lab!

 

Greet students and let them know who they are.  
As a grad student, I didn't get any orientation to MyUNIverse, WebCT, registration, etc. Everything I know I have had to figure out entirely on my own
which is why know very little.

 

By making sure the printers are always ready for use.  

Be more versed at the begining of the semester re: log-on and how many different passwords a person needs to get signed on.  

be able to tell us our passwords so that we can log on without having to go the the center between 8-5  

I don't know. I don't usually need their help.. They could tell people to be quiet when they are talking, because that can be annoying.  

Always having paper available for the printer. Its very frustrating when it runs out and there is none to put into the printer.  
it would help if there was always someone in the centers...often times there is no one in there, and something goes wrong with the printer constantly, 
whether its a jam or no paper or no ink. we are not allowed to put paper in there and often times it takes half the day to get someone in there.

 

They have been more than helpful.  

They already do a good job.  

they do a fine job  

Most often they either pretend that you are not there or that you are stupod or a problem for bothering them  

n/a  

Have employees trained on all types of computer programs.  

Keep paper available at the WRS...it's out many times and someone has to go to the front desk to get new paper from the cabinet.  
I'm not for sure, but I remember one time I needed help with my password and one of the employees was rude. So I guess your employees can be more 
considerate when people are having computer problems. That's the only thing I can think of.

 

always be available, should be more friendly  

get more info out  

I think they do a wonderful job. When I have questions they are answered promptly  

I don't really need any help. I think I've only seen a CSA in here like twice anyway.  

Have more printers in the labs. It is annoying to wait at the printer with five other people who printed at the same time as you.  

no complaints  

know what they are doing.  

i think they are helpful whenever you need them, and have helped me greatly on several occasions.  

I wish they could get my laptop to connect to the internet. It is suppose to but it rarely works there has to be a better way or different logon program.  

couldnt  

the lab employees I have asked for information have been very pleasant and helpful  

Be more knowledgeable with certain computer programs (i.e. Excel).  

Make sure that tools like staplers and hole punches are always available. Help quickly resolve printer problems, replace paper.  

i have never had a problem with anything  

Their performance is fine.  

be able to help with password problems, i would love to see them actually have authority to help change your passwords  
Having access to items like large staplers (to go thru 50+ pages) or paper hole punches (or knowing where on campus to locate these items. Being able 
to answer questions about log-in information (when students log-in doesnt work) or being able to direct students to those who can help.

 

I feel they are doing a GREAT job. They have always been helpful and good.  

be promt in responding to calls and resolve issues in a fast pace manner  
Sometimes they are really rude and are not of much help to me. Also, they tend to be more interested in their homework than their job, which is
understandable being a studnet and all, but while at work the people using the labs should be their first priority, not their homework

 

Me and most of the people I know can't even use the labs because of some change that occured about a year ago with passwords and usernames. The
method that is suppose to work now doesn't and so because of that me and most of the people I know haven't been able to use a UNI lab for over a 
year now.

 

They do a good job  
Lab employees could better serve students by making sure the labs are open on time; one Sunday afternoon recently several students lost more than 
an hour of project work time because someone forgot the key to unlock the door of the library computer lab.

 

check paper and ink more frequently in towards the evening since that is the most often time the computers are used.  

There is no CSA at Campbell's Lab. However the RA's do a good job of getting paper for the printer and providing help for students in the lab.  

They could possibly regulate the noise levels within the computer lab. Overall, they do a fine job and are friendly! :)  
make sure there is someone there all the time....sometimes when you want to staple papers together you can't because no one is working so the 
students are not there to get them out

 

Be available to change toner cartridges and refill paper. OR make toner and paper available to us to maintain the printers ourselves. No one like having 
to print off a 10 page paper the night before it's due and having the only printer be out of toner and no one to fix it until 9 the next morning.

 

be more attentive to students (don't talk down when we don't understand something potentially simple to fix) make sure to tell students to turn cell 
phones on silent and if they need to talk on cell phones to do so as quietly as possible or ask them to leave the room for the durration of their 
conversation.

 

ability to troubleshoot and not just sit in their chairs w/ little to no troubleshooting skills. have assistants consistently tell those who listen to loud music or 
talk on their cells to go outside or stop alltogether

 

I don't really talk to them, so I'm not sure?  

Get passwords changed after 5:00PM  
Total Responses: 192

 

6.
Rate the following:
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 Excellent Good Fair Poor

How would you rate the computers in the ITS Student Computer Centers?
159

(35.0%)
259

(57.0%)
33

(7.3%)
3

(0.7%)

How would you rate the service/help the ITS Student Computer Center employees provide?
100

(22.0%)
227

(50.0%)
110

(24.2%)
17

(3.7%)

Total Responses: 454

 

7. How do you use the ITS SCCs? (Rank 3, 1 being the most used, 2 second, etc)

 

 Avg Rank Min Rank Max Rank

Word Processing 2.0/12 1 3
Free Printing 1.5/12 1 3
E-mail 2.2/12 1 3
Scanning 2.5/12 1 3
Web Browsing 2.4/12 1 3
Spreadsheet 2.5/12 1 3
Programming 2.2/12 1 3
Database 2.7/12 2 3
Departmental Software 2.2/12 1 3
Webpage Design 1.9/12 1 3
Presentation 2.3/12 1 3
Other 2.6/12 1 3

Total Responses: 454

 

8. Where do you use a computer the most? (Rank 4, 1 being the most used)

 

 Avg Rank Min Rank Max Rank

Home/Dorm 1.4/4 1 4
ITS Student Computer Center 2.6/4 1 4
Departmental/College Computer Lab 2.8/4 1 4
At Work 3.2/4 1 4

Total Responses: 454

 

9. Regarding the E-mail terminals (located in lobby areas such as Schindler, Curris, Maucker, etc)

 

 Percentage Responses

Need More Locations 16.3% 74
Have Enough Already 42.7% 194
Don't Use 35.5% 161
Don't Know About 5.5% 25

Total Responses: 454

 

10.If you believe we need more E-mail terminals, where?

 

n/a  

------------  

to places where students hang out inside the department  

more in schindler.  

just more in the same places not enough in the union someone is always on them and i don't usually have enough time to wait  

union  

Wright Hall, "East Gym" ITT  

in maucker  

Library, Sabin, Wright  
It would be kind of nice if each building on campus had a couple. That way if you needed to stop and check your email between classes it would be
convenient.

 

Classroom buildings  

I don't use them because the passwords are difficult, they sould be the same as myuniverse.  

I think all buildings on campus should have E-mail terminals. It would be very convenient and easy access for students.  

In Sabin Hall!  

Maucker Union  

Union and WRC  

No  

everywhere  

-  

finish updating the outdated gateways, which Im sure is already planned.  

By ballrooms two of the computers behind chat's don't work  

In the Union  

Wellness/Recreation Center, Maucker Union  

More in the Union.  

Commons  

n/a  

Library  

in buildings that only off departmental/college computers, that way all students can use them **Also one in 23rd St Market  

Lang Hall and Maucher Union  

We do not need more email terminals  

Mauker Union  
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More in the areas where they are located in academic buildings (ie. Schindler has a sufficient amount)  

first floor lang, first floor wrc  

Maucker Union, Schindler  

Need a couple on each floor of each classroom building.  

In the theatre department and in the GBPAC. Bartlett could also use a couple more.  

Sabin, Strayer-Wood Theatre, Lang lower level  

In major buildings  

I think Maucker could use some more, because I rarely see one open during the day.  

CBB  

same spots, just more of them  

don,t know  

No  

ITTC  

Library, Maucker, CBB  

In the union by the coffee area and around there  

Put more in the places where they already exsist. I get frusterated when I want to use one and they are all full so then I have to go search for a lab.  

Mauker College of Business  

Anywere you can see the gaps  

Maucker  

In the GBPAC and Russell Hall  

In some key buildings or departments  

the one in the WRC needs to be fixed  

No  

no  

Seerley  

every building  

Maucker, Dom in general.  

KAB  

CEEE, Wright, Sabin  

In the hallway between Maucker Union and Lang Hall.  

schindler  

Maybe just a few more computers at each of the terminals that already exist  

No, I think there are enough at the moment.  

WRC  

All lobby areas of departments  
There needs to be more in the WRC, in the south hallway. Many people use the computers in the lab just to browse, when others need to print off notes 
for class. If there were more Kiosks available there would be more access for printers

 

Russel, BPAC  
Perhaps you have enough, but when some of the terminals are flat screen dells and the others are Sun Microsystems, no one uses the Suns and they 
are just taking up space.

 

in all the floors where they is a study room such as in the cbb there are study areas on each end of the building there could be a couple of computers 
there.

 

more in the lobbies of every building  

one in every building...also more thoughout each building. Ie 1st floor of schindler and 4th floor of schinder  

In Baker Hall and more in Mauker Union!  

Can't log into the email terminals. Doesn't matter. They have no information on how to use. Doesn't say what username and password to use.  

If there are to be more, I feel they should be the quality units. And I feel that Mozilla Firefox is necessary. Make people use it.  

no  

In McCollum  

I'm not sure what an Email terminal is?  

WRC  
Total Responses: 79

 

11.Please answer the following questions in regards to personal computers.

 

 Desktop Laptop Both None

Do you have a personal computer at your residence?
173

(38.1%)
184

(40.5%)
78

(17.2%)
19

(4.2%)

Are you planning a new PC purchase within a year?
26

(5.7%)
77

(17.0%)
0

(0.0%)
351

(77.3%)

Total Responses: 454

 

12.Are you using the Campus Wireless Network (WiFi-UNI)?

 

 Percentage Responses

Yes 17.0% 77
No 83.0% 377

Total Responses: 454

 

13.If you don't use the Campus Wireless Network (WiFi-UNI), why not?
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 Percentage Responses

I didn't know about it 12.9% 53
I don't own a laptop 40.5% 166
I don't carry my laptop on campus 33.4% 137
Other 13.2% 54

Other Responses:
People say you get viruses from it
Do not have wireless set up on my computer
laptop is new- will use soon
i dont have WPA encryption, only WEP, if changed i would use
No Wireless Card
just haven't had the time to register
I don't have internet on my laptop because then I can take it to the library to get homework done.
It's too much of a pain to keep taking my laptop to the computer consulting center every semester.
Have not had time to get it set up
I have never gotten around to taking my laptop to get Wireless connected.
don't know how to access it
The wireless network here is horrible, at least in Chemistry building
just haven't signed up yet
live off campus
I have a new laptop and haven't gotten it configured yet
I have gone to get it set up at least 3 times and it still won't let me connect.
Problems making compatible.
Haven't set up for it yet
don't use
I haven't got it set up yet
my wifi-uni doesn't work i have to get it fixed
Havent had my comp set up for it yet... need to register
Haven't set it up yet with the ITS.
not reliable
Have Hi-Speed in Dorms
I havnt purchased the wireless piece that I need for my computer.
don't really know how to get it.
my wifi-uni doesn't work i have to get it fixed
I do not want to be tied to computer.
I don't think my laptop is equipped with the right hardware
have heard it does not work very well
I don't know how to activate it.
I haven't activated it yet
Laptop does not have an internet card
don't use my laptop at the college
I haven't gone to the ITS building to get it installed
Computer does have wireless card
dunno how, I've tried
cant register two computer
don't have a certificate for use?!
don't have it activated
Inconvenient times for commuting students to get the computer configured
its not in the dorms
desktop
Confusing and laborious setup
Don't want to install anti-virus
laptop's wifi is too old/expensive to upgrade
I do not live here on campus
I don't know how to get it on my computer
I dont have the time to go to the computer office to have them set it up for me
I don't know how to get it
not connected
i dont live on campus
Don't Have it in my dorm

Total Responses: 372

 

14.
What program do you use most for E-mail?

 

 Percentage Responses

Thunderbird 24.0% 109
MailMan 43.2% 196
MS Outlook 6.2% 28
Other (Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo, etc.) 26.7% 121

Total Responses: 454

 

15.Please rate your E-mail Program?

 

 Percentage Responses

Excellent 39.4% 179
Good 39.6% 180
Fair 16.5% 75
Poor 4.4% 20

Total Responses: 454

 

16.Please specify your Secondary E-mail Program.
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 Percentage Responses

Thunderbird 6.4% 29
MailMan 31.9% 145
MS Outlook 4.0% 18
Other (Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo, etc.) 57.7% 262

Total Responses: 454

 

17.Please rate your Secondary E-mail Program.

 

 Percentage Responses

Excellent 26.7% 121
Good 43.2% 196
Fair 18.9% 86
Poor 10.6% 48

Total Responses: 451

 

18.Would you use color printing in the public labs if offered?

 

 Percentage Responses

Yes 80.8% 367
No 19.2% 87

Total Responses: 454

 

19.If you answered "Yes" above, what is the maximum you would be willing to pay per color printed sheet?

 

 Percentage Responses

only if $1.00 per sheet or less 2.4% 11
only if $0.75 per sheet or less 2.6% 12
only if $0.50 per sheet or less 20.7% 94
only if $0.25 per sheet or less 58.1% 264

Total Responses: 381

 

20.To conserve paper, how many FREE black and white sheets should each student be allowed to print per semester before being charged?

 

 Percentage Responses

Less than 500 free sheets 19.4% 88
Less than 1000 26.0% 118
Less than 2000 13.2% 60
Less than 3000 4.8% 22
Less than 4000 17.0% 77
Keep unlimited, just raise the computer fee 19.6% 89

Total Responses: 454

 

21.Suggestions on how we might improve?

 

FYI-This is the worst survey I have ever taken.  

lower computer fee due to energy fees  

printers run out of paper frequently on weekends and/or evenings...have paper available or somebody to re-fill  
Just so you know, some students only have these computers to use and print from so if you were to raise the computer fee, don't do too much because 
a lot of students depend on you to get through school.

 

Color printing  

Send routine checks to the dorms (ie: BARTLETT) more often!!!  

Some software needs to be updated. Indesign 2 for example.  
I have 5 passwords/users to access all my UNI stuff and they all have to be different, Could you let me use the same one for each? Could a password
remember program be used? I could use a job too. I'm a professional manager (you never know). :) -Dave Sorrell The wireless isn't always available in
Seerly, Russel, even in Maucker at times.

 

I Think that it really should be unlimited, but if you continually keep wasting paper then you should be charged more. Set a low fee for computer use-
and if you individually go over so many pages- then like charge an extra fee!

 

better supervision over printing, there are too many people printing directly off of websites printing 10-15 pages when they only need 2 or 3 of the pages. 
if this were reduced,

 

Charging for paper is crazy. We pay enough to go here. People will go out and buy their own printers and your equipment will be a big waste. Students 
print off information they need to learn and to excel in classes and cutting that resource off would be stupid.

 

make more labs print front and back unless specificall turned off by the individual and cut down on handout the teachers are aloud to give because 
students just toss them later were as they pay for the books so they get money back and gives the students a sense of value of the cost of paper

 

Nothing comes to mind.  

COLOR PRINTING!!!!!!  

Adding more hours  
I really don't think you should take away the free printing. I like being able to print whatever and whenever. It seems like it would be hard to keep track of
also.

 

I think that the computer centers are perfect for what I need them for and when I need them. :)  

Keep close watch on students who abuse the systems  
Talk to the professor budgetary boards. Many times I have to print off REQUIRED cases for a class that is well over 80 pages. OR Have an option on
the printer to print double sided. Personally I prefer less paper, and would prefer double sided.

 

Do color printing. If there needs to be a charge, make sure that it can go on the persons U-Bill instead of just cash.  
I would appreciate being able to register laptops online, i.e. through MyUNIverse. Bringing them to the ITS office adds one more thing to already-busy 
to-do lists, plus it seems like an inefficient use of employees' time. I'd also like to see some improvements to the Wi-Fi network. Although it "sees" the
signal and tries to connect frequently in lots of campus locations, the connection only works about one out of every 100 times, and even then it gets 
dropped a lot. I got a 2nd laptop about a year ago, and while it connects more frequently (more like every 4 out of 5 times), the connection still 
disappears from time to time and I would appreciate improved reliability.

 

don't raise any more fees. college is expensive enough. i don't want to pay for some other idiot printing 5000 pages a semester.  
You shouldn't have to raise the computer fee. It isn't our faults that we have to print large articles for class. I don't print things off just for the fun of it.
Have group rooms for groups to work, print, and submit projects to keep the labs quiet.

 

Continue the free printing and scanning  
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There's an outdated software certificate or something that prevents my Thunderbird from working; it's the server, not Thunderbird. It gets "stuck" trying
to retrieve the new e-mail. I can get my e-mail through MailMan, but I'd like to be able to use Thunderbird.

 

I know you probably hear this a lot but more computers and more open hours. It seems at times every computer lab is full, and not all computers carry 
the same software so it makes this very inconvenient.

 

Double-sided printing options would save a lot of paper when we need to print off something for research, etc.  

don't charge anthing we pay enough to go to school  
I think all the printing should be pay per sheet. I am personally tired of paying whatever the costs is now so some people can print tons and tons of 
paper while I might print 50 a semester. There has to be a better way of handling it.

 

More printers available in ROTH and more computers in the WRC. Staff needs to be available as long as the centers are open. Paper runs out a lot and
if there is no one in the center then we are out of luck

 

I think that the number of sheets each student can print off should be unlimited and that computer fees shouldn't go up. Some professors require lengthy 
articles and papers to be printed and read for classes. Also, when doing research for presentations and papers numerous sources must be printed and 
used. Not all students have the money for their own computer and printer or for higher fees. We pay enough money to the university. Overall though, I 
like the labs.

 

dont require students to change their passwords every couple months. its too hard to keep track of what your password is and then becomes a huge 
hassle to have to go get your password reset.

 

Email: I need folders to store important documents in. I cannot have a 3 page olg build up over time it is un organized and it makes me feel that way. If i 
want to save a particular email i have to forward it to my other email account. It's a pain! Thanks

 

Some of the computers and the printer in Bartlett have problems occassionally and it would be good just to keep everythin in working order and checked 
on.

 

I don't think the computer fee should be raised since not everyone uses print services on campus  
different printing options... there's a printer in the basement of the library that prints back-to-back, but it won't open word documents. i would *love* to be
able to print assignments/papers/research back-to-back to save paper, but those computers are so locked down that it's impossible to do so. it would be
great to have the option to do back-to-back printing in other places, especially places where you can "log in" (unlike the computers with that printer in the 
library basement) so that students could bring their USB keys and print there instead of the labs. those computers hardly get used because it's
impossible to do any real research on them. it's such a waste of a great printer.

 

Keep the paper stocked in, or at least around, the printers because they run out all the time!  

In Maucker, clean around the computers more.  

I think the unlimited paper it good and changing it would upset a lot of people  
I don't think anyone would be happy with a fee per printing, even if it is after a certain number. You would get less guff over a change in the charge 
overall than adding personalized charges per print. It would be less fair, but that can become a hassle, even if it can go on your ubill, just easier not to 
think of it. Otherwise, i'm happy with the overall computer situation at UNI. I do kind of wish i could have both my Desktop and Laptop on resnet at the 
same time... but it's not completely necessary. =( Otherwise good job!

 

Don't raise the computer fee!!  
The bartlett Hall keeps running out of paper. And not all the computers function properly. The thunderbird on some of the computers don't work and on
pne computer the printer can't be accessed.

 

I find the labs fufill my student needs perfectly  

free color printing  

your survey is skewed. i was required to answer when NA should have been the choice. Thus you received data that is NOT representative.  

speed up the computers, they take so long to load most pages that those of us on a schedule usually choose not to use them  
I would raise the computer fee, we already pay enough! Let people make more than one copy. We need more than one copy for class sometimes, why 
should we have to go elsewhere to print another copy!

 

Do not raise the computer fee.  
UNI email is the worst email program I have ever used. It doesn't give any options as far as saving drafts, accident delete recovery, font options, spam 
blocking that you can mark things as missed or not spam and living off-campus, I'm not going to mess with attempting to use thunderbird or something 
else when it's just easier to give out a different email address.

 

make the assess to get on to the computers easier.  
by giving up on the black and white sheets issues. Every year this comes up. I spend upwards of $100 in printer cartrages and paper in a year even 
though my usage of the printers in the labs is about 50/50 compared to my personal printer. If you have to, raise the computer fee to compensate, but 
also provide documentation available to students to show what you did and what we are paying for, don't just say $100 per person computer fee. And, 
just so that you know, even if I had to pay for a laser printing cartrage and 4000 sheets, thats about $75, and that without a discount for buying in bulk.

 

Don't charge students to print!!!!! Color printers  

Fix the scanners in IRTS so they work. Turn off computers in labs during the weekends when the labs are closed. Save Electricity.  
Monitor the printer better. I don't think there should be a limit on how many sheets we can print a semester because it is not our fault that we have to
type multiple page papers for multiple classes.

 

Let us have color printing, we pay enough for everything right now, why not let us have one more cool thing.  

More Printers in high volume computer labs, like the Maucher Union!  
Ventilation in some labs, such as the one by biscoti's, is dreadful and I honestly get a headache if I spend more than an hour in there. Better air
circulation in labs that small would make them much more comfortable.

 

Improve the wi-fi connectivity.  

Computer fee doesn't need to be raised - we already pay enough and should be able to print unlimited  
The problem I see a lot is wasted paper because the printer continually prints the same document and the lab assistants reload ream after ream, rather 
than checking to see if there is a problem. If there was the ability to limit printing of certain items for example-power point slides!! Alot of the problem
comes from students lack of computer or software knowledge. Printing multiple copies, because they are impatient, etc. While Im not to keen on limits, I
would rather see a limit set before the fee is raised just because a few people abuse it. Thanx!

 

I hate to say charege for paper, but I can't think of any other way to get students and staff to think about how much paper they are using. Go Green
Project UNI for making recycled notebooks from the one sided paper from the computer labs. This is a sign that students are thinking about their impact
on the environment at UNI.

 

If there was a way to track the amount of paper you are printing in an interactive way, that would help reduce paper cost. Also making a place available 
to re-use paper for recycling purposes, if there isn't something in place already.

 

You do a good job. How about an itunes program so people can plug their ipods into the pcs and use them as drives?  

Maybe store paper in the labs, the dorm ones always seem to be out of paper  

make people aware of how many sheets they are printing (before charging) and encourage double sided printing when possible  
I live off campus(roth), and the first lab I come to is the Union. I wish there was one closer to University Ave. A computer lab in McCullum, Baker, 
Lathum, or Sabin would be nice. Some of these buildings require you to have a departmental login. I'm a biology major, but I can't use the computer lab 
in McCullum or Lathum.

 

make sure that there is paper in the maucker lab on weekends.  
Having same username and passwords for logging on to ITS Computers the same So if I can log on in the WRC lab and also use the same info. to log
on in the Union, Lib, and etc.

 

Get wireless conections better, and make passwords less complicated and relate to myUniverse  
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Make it so you don't need a password to use the computers. I know so many people who have forgotten their passwords and can't use the computers!!!  
Your survey has questions that are not proper for surveys. Research indicates that if you give choices on price (or # of free sheets), participants will
ALWAYS select the most desirable options. Expect to see students who want 4000 pages/semester and .25 color copies....

 

It's more fair to chage per sheet, but is it more cost effective? How much does it cost to track a students printing?  

Nope, sorry. Not in too great of a problem solving mode right now.  
Wireless registration needs to be more painless. More students would use Wi-Fi if it didn't require an extra trip across campus. Also, there was no
mention of the Russell Mac lab in this survey, and that is actually the lab I use the most. I think it would be great if there was another Mac lab, or at least 
a few Macs in each lab. Some prefer the security and stability of macs, and some applications that students use are only OS X compatible.

 

Is there any way to have fewer passwords? They are hard to remember.  

make sure student know how to print materials should print school related materials only  
Never put restrictions on the limit of pieces of paper a student can print off. It unfairly disadvantages majors and clubs that are more reliant on paper for
their curriculum and activities. Keep the students first and don't charge us for every little thing used on campus. Prospective students will be turned away
if they know they have to pay for a lot of added on fees out of pocket. Instead of raising student fees, set all computers so they print on the front and
back side. UNI would cut costs significantly without having to raise students fees, and maybe even be able to lower them. Encourage more recycling at
each computer center.

 

Noop.  

Excellent job  

Allow UNI-WiFi to be increased throughout the university. I find it quite unuseful when I cannot use it in several places.  

Encourage front to back printing more often  

dont get rid of free printing!!  
I think the number of free black and white sheets should be high because we are all college students and write alot of papers that need to be printed. If 
a student does not have access to a computer they need a place to write their paper and print, if not more then one copy. I printed larger emails and 
projects in the computer labs that way I did not have to pay for the price of the printer ink for my personal printer. We are college students living on a 
budget, not successful buisness people. Don't raise the computer fee and whats the point of paying the computer fee if we don't live on campus?

 

You do a good job  

see password idea in previous question  

Keep printing free  
For Q.20, it is hard to answer because one must keep in mind the major one is in and the requirements for courses during semester. I do not think it is 
fair. Computer labs should enforce or focus on improving the misuse of printing (uneeded printing). Other than that, good space and maintenance of 
computer labs is better, this is because when computer labs are really busy or full, they are very crowded and uncomfortable to be in.

 

I think 500 sheets is plenty, that averages to 31 sheets a week. Color prints ought to allowed, set that # at 50 per semester. You would find students
more satisfied if the ventilatiion in the Library Lab was improved, and to decrease the temperature in that lab. The Library is one of the few labs that offer
zip drives. perhaps offer a few other labs with this capability, especially the 24hr redeker center. The new LCD are nice!. Teh internet connections are
fast!

 

have computer costs risen dramatically? why do we need an increase or a limit?  

Maybe have a place in the computer labs to scan materials and/or fax - even if there is a charge  

charge less for color especially in Kab labs with the punch cards. copyworks is more convienent and cheaper if you take your flashdrive  

have more recycling bins around the printers  

More hours for computer labs at Schindler.  
In addition to question 20 about how to conserve paper. I like that it is an unlimited ammount regulated by a fee. We never miss our fee money and if 
we were charged for printing services I wouln't be able to print things I need for classes as I come from a family that is well below the poverty line.
Please keep this service free.

 

more computers in every building like McCollum!!  
This may not apply to you directly, but the number of user names and passwords we have is very difficult to keep track of. The whole system just
confuses me; I try to stay off the UNI network as much as possible.

 

This is a good step.  
do not raise fees, we're already paying too much! make mailman able to save jpgs in non .cgi.htm format. Any other email I use i can do so, and I know
it's NOT a problem ON MY END, it's MAILMAN.

 

Password changing is always a hassle... It4s hard to understand and for some reason I always have trouble. Also when we have to register our
computer the first day we get to school there should be a faster and easier way rather than to have to wait for an email from ITS then be able to use our 
laptops and etc. Also, I hate how we have to change our passwords all the time in the ITS Labs because I can never remember what I made the new
one to, I don4t think it4s necessary that we have to change our passwords... Maybe once a year or even 2 years is good enough, not every 3 months, or
whatever it is now...

 

Making Color printing available at free of charge for liimited copies per student or charge less a cpoy at 10cents.  

Post hours of the "bridge" computer labs more clearly so we can be aware. Be more friendly.  

Get rid of MailMan! It's terrible. Install a program that would have an Outbox and wouldn't get so much spam!  

provide colored printing.  

Have options of front/back printing.  
I love linux and don't know how to use windoes well sometime. It is a good idea to have some linux ( Redhat, CentOs , Fedora and or Debian ) in UNI 
labs.

 

raise it 5 and it should be fine  
Better wireless connection in and around the art buildings! As of right now, the connectiveablity is a awful most places don't have any connection and 
what there is, is very little if any.

 

You have stated that the whole purpose of the computer lab and the computer fee is so that we use the computers and so that we can print for free. I
have classes that have us print our notes off of WebCT or e-mail so that we can print it using the labs. I think it would be unfair to have to put a limit on it
if one of our classes is making us print more than we would usually. I think it's a great thing to offer and I am very grateful of it. I would be quite
disappointed if they put a restriction on it OR raised the fee.

 

recycle  
Stop changing all the damn passwords so often! I can't keep all the different ones I have to use straight which is why I use my own laptop most of the
time. Even then, using Wifi you cancel the damn passwords too often and I have to make several trips or phone calls a semester to ITS to get it reset.
No company in the world would put up with the crap the ITS deparment defines as security. Security only keeps honest people honest anyway. Stop
punishing people for using your system and improve user friendlyness of your system and I think everyone would be much happier!

 

keeping the good work :)  
I would use the computers on the second floor of schindler if you didn't have to log in just to get to the internet. Usually I just want to get to WebCT and 
don't need to get on the UNI network. It is so much easier in schindler library where you just go to explorer and go. I hate to log in twice is my point it 
would be nice if there was a link to WebCT rather than first having to log onto IRTS.

 

we pay enough for tuition, printing should be provided for free  

Staplers in labs.  

dont let people print huge files that make other people wait forever to print their own stuff  
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Assign a quota depending on how many and what class the student is taking. A grad student doing research should need more printing than undergrad. 
An accounting class requires less than an english composition class...etc.

 

frienly more helpful staff, allowing students to make limited copies for free (i.e. sometimes need copies 20 copies and have no cash), having all 
computers set-up to print from.

 

instead of buying all new coputer's each year and then on top of that buying new laptops for the library to be rented out for 3 hours you could spend the 
money more wisely and cut our computer fees. There are computers everywhere on campus if a student wants to use a laptop have them buy their own
quit spending everyone elses money.

 

Monitor the use of the printers. Double sided printing when applicable. Spreading the knowledge of recycling. I think you are doing great.  

Have a folder for sent e-mails programs like outlook include them but not UNI email services  

Lessen the computer fee for those that do not use UNI's computer labs to print.  
dont make passwords so that you need a number, symbol and a letter, and if so make it easier to change the password during ALL hours, in case of 
emergencys of late night nessesity of computer access!!!!!

 

I've been in the lab a few times when the printing has been backed up. Somthing got jammed and no one could print. When we could, the system was 
so backed up that the printer messed up our documents. A lot of paper was wasted there. Let people know when there is a printing problem (so they 
don't overload the printer) and check the computer settings a few times a day so they are comunicating with other devices properly.

 

i think the computer fee is high enough and should not be raised  

no suggestions  

Quit making us change passwords every 3 weeks or let us use the same password because i am running out of easily rememberable passwords  
Mailman is worthless. You should look into gmail for enterprise. Gmail is a much better web-email program than anything else out there. I forward my
UNI email to my gmail, and I can also send from my UNI account, *through* gmail, so the sent from address is my UNI address but I can still use gmail.

 

If someone is printing off 500 sheets in a semester they are wasting paper anyways.  

none  

Let me RDP into my dorm machine!  

wireless in the dorms  

Better A/C and air circulation in labs - get warm/hot easily.  
I think in regards to the paper printing, I would not print NEARLY as much as I do now if I was not required to by professors. I will literally print off at least 
20 pages in one sitting for one class. If the papers were available in a packet from CopyWorks I would save time (not having to go to the computer lab 
all the time) and the university would save money on ink. I really think ITS needs to work with professors on this. Monitor how much they are requiring 
students to print off. Most items really could and should be available in a packet at the beginning of the semester.

 

all good  
you should make it so that you my universe user name and password worked to get on the computers in the labs. The school makes it way to hard to try
to remmeber all these different user names and passwords

 

I don't really know.  
Many people rarely, if ever, use student computer centers but are charged high prices regardless. To an extent this is necessary, but the charges are
already high and raising them any further should be out of the question. There are also problems with some people abusing the copying rules. The
"one-copy" rule doesn't really seem to be realistic or practical; it would be more effective to be able to print only a certain number of sheets per semester 
or another similar arrangement. Also, training in some of the most commonly used application's basic functions for CSAs in the lab would be helpful to
people who are unfamiliar with computer technology.

 

The SCC supervisors in all locations need to do a better job of not allowing people to talk on cell phones, as well not allowing groups of 4 or more 
people to work on projects together in these labs. It is the rudest thing I have ever encountered, and the SCC supervisors let it happen. It needs to stop.

 

I would like to see on the mailman email options to file emails into folders so i can organize class projects.  
Make students aware of how they can log in and use the lab computers. The method that is suppose to work right now doesn't and so i haven't been
able to use the lab computers for quite some time. If you just reconfigure this so that everyone knows how to log in and it actually will, then everyone
would be able to use them.

 

BLAH...I hate extra fees...we already give this University a lot of money...stop charging us for everything you can think of  
Actually, I think a variety of "plans" for the number of pages the students could print free prior to being charged might meet students' needs better. For 
example, I'm a student who commutes so I don't print on campus daily so I might benefit from a less expensive plan with fewer free printed sheets than 
a student who lives on campus.

 

paper bins in each dorm room or tell the students where they can recycle paper  
program the computers to allocate only X amount of sheets of paper per semester or per week/month/year. once student exceeds X amount of paper, 
then charge to U-bill (with proper notice first). Have on myuniverse X amount of sheets left for student aka "Update".

 

Stop raising the computer fee  
Total Responses: 145

 

 

Demographics Summary

 

Classification Percentage Respondents

Unclassified 0.4% 2

Freshman 16.3% 74

Sophomore 22.2% 101

Junior 22.9% 104

Senior 29.7% 135

Graduate (0-30 Hr) 6.2% 28

Graduate (31+ Hr) 1.3% 6

Advanced Graduate 0.7% 3

Grad With Doctorate 0.2% 1

 

 

Gender Percentage Respondents

Male 32.8% 149

Female 67.2% 305

 

 

Major College 1 Percentage Respondents

0.4% 2

Business 19.4% 88

Education 20.7% 94

General (Preprofess,Undecided) 2.4% 11

Humanities And Fine Arts 20.9% 95

Natural Sciences 19.4% 88
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No Specific Coll (Gen Studies) 0.9% 4

Social And Behavioral Sciences 15.9% 72

 

Major College 2 Percentage Respondents

85.0% 386

Business 2.6% 12

Education 7.3% 33

Humanities And Fine Arts 2.0% 9

Natural Sciences 1.8% 8

Social And Behavioral Sciences 1.3% 6

 

Major College 3 Percentage Respondents

99.8% 453

Humanities And Fine Arts 0.2% 1

 

 

Major Code 1 Percentage Respondents

0.4% 2

ACCOUNTING (152) 5.3% 24

ACCOUNTING (158) 0.2% 1

ALL SCIENCE TEACHING (82A) 0.4% 2

AMERICAN STUDIES (913) 0.2% 1

ANTHROPOLOGY (990) 0.2% 1

APPLIED PHYSICS (88A) 0.2% 1

APPLIED PHYSICS/ENGINEERING (888) 0.2% 1

ART (600) 0.9% 4

ART: STUDIO BFA (605) 0.2% 1

ART: STUDIO EMPHASIS (60S) 1.8% 8

ATHLETIC TRAINING (42A) 0.9% 4

ATHLETIC TRAINING (42N) 0.2% 1

BIOLOGY (844) 0.2% 1

BIOLOGY (84A) 0.2% 1

BIOLOGY (84K) 0.9% 4

BIOLOGY - HONORS RESEARCH (84H) 0.2% 1

BIOLOGY: BIOMEDICAL (84M) 3.5% 16

BIOLOGY: ECOLOGY & SYSTEMATICS (84C) 1.1% 5

BUSINESS - POTENTIAL (15X) 0.9% 4

C&I: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (21U) 0.2% 1

CHEMISTRY (863) 1.1% 5

CHEMISTRY (865) 0.2% 1

COMMUNCATN & THEATRE ARTS 7-12 (48T) 0.9% 4

COMMUNICATION STUDIES (480) 0.2% 1

COMMUNICATION/ELECTRONIC MEDIA (48E) 2.2% 10

COMMUNICATION/GENERAL COMM (48G) 0.9% 4

COMMUNICATION/ORGNZTNAL COMM (48O) 0.7% 3

COMMUNICATION/PUBLIC RELATIONS (48P) 1.8% 8

COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS (510) 0.4% 2

COMPOSITION - THEORY (522) 0.2% 1

COMPUTER SCIENCE (810) 0.9% 4

COMPUTER SCIENCE (81S) 1.5% 7

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (33S) 0.2% 1

CRIMINOLOGY (982) 1.1% 5

DECIDING (000) 2.4% 11

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (210) 0.4% 2

EARTH SCIENCE (870) 0.7% 3

ECONOMICS: GENERAL ECONOMICS (921) 0.2% 1

ED PSY: CNTXT & TCHNQS ASSMNT (296) 0.2% 1

EDUCATION (CURR & INSTR) (201) 0.2% 1

ELECT/INFO ENG TECHNOLGY(EIET) (35T) 1.1% 5

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (212) 12.3% 56

ENGLISH (620) 4.0% 18

ENGLISH: LITERATURE (62L) 0.2% 1

FAMILY SERVICES (31F) 1.3% 6

FINANCE (165) 2.2% 10

FINANCE: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (16F) 0.9% 4

FINANCE: INVESTMENTS (16I) 0.4% 2

GENERAL STUDIES (012) 0.2% 1

GENERAL STUDIES (015) 0.4% 2

GENERAL STUDIES (018) 0.2% 1

GEOGRAPHY (970) 0.2% 1

GEOGRAPHY (97G) 0.2% 1

GERMAN (740) 0.2% 1

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS (33G) 1.1% 5

HEALTH EDUCATION (411) 0.2% 1

HEALTH PROMOTION: WORKSITE (41S) 0.2% 1

HEALTH PROMOTION:GLOBAL HEALTH (41L) 0.2% 1

HISTORY (960) 1.8% 8
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HISTORY (96G) 0.2% 1

HLTH ED: COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUC (417) 0.2% 1

HLTH PRMTN: HEALTH PROMOTION (41P) 0.2% 1

INTERIOR DESIGN (32I) 0.7% 3

LEIS/YTH/HMN SRV: OUTDOOR REC (43G) 0.2% 1

LEIS/YTH/HMN SRV: TOURISM (43E) 0.4% 2

LEIS/YTH/HMN SRV:NONPRFT YT AD (43J) 0.4% 2

LEIS/YTH/HMN SRV:PRGMG SVC ADM (43H) 0.2% 1

LEIS/YTH/HMN SRV:THERAPUTC REC (43U) 0.2% 1

LS: YOUTH & HUMAN SERVICE ADMN (44B) 0.4% 2

MANAGEMENT (150) 0.9% 4

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (141) 1.8% 8

MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS ADMIN (15D) 2.2% 10

MANAGEMENT: HUMAN RESOURCE (15C) 0.7% 3

MARKETING: GENERAL (13A) 1.5% 7

MARKETING: MANAGEMENT (13B) 0.2% 1

MARKETING: SALES & ADVERTISING (13D) 1.3% 6

MARKETING: SERVICES MARKETING (13S) 0.2% 1

MATH: STATISTICS&ACTUARIAL SCI (80D) 1.5% 7

MATHEMATICS (800) 0.9% 4

MATHEMATICS: APPLIED (80C) 0.2% 1

MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING (288) 0.2% 1

MFG TECHNOLOGY: METAL CASTING (34G) 0.2% 1

MIDDLE/JR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE (82J) 0.4% 2

MUSIC (52G) 0.2% 1

MUSIC EDUCATION: INSTRUMENTAL (52B) 1.1% 5

MUSIC EDUCATION: JAZZ (52E) 0.2% 1

MUSIC EDUCATION:CHORAL/GENERAL (52A) 0.4% 2

MVMNT & EXRC SCI: EXERCISE SCI (42F) 0.2% 1

NETWORKING & SYSTEM ADMINISTRN (81N) 0.4% 2

PERFORMANCE & TRAINING TECHNGY (27P) 0.7% 3

PERFORMANCE (52R) 0.2% 1

PHILOSOPHY (650) 0.4% 2

PHY ED: TEACHING/COACHING (42T) 0.2% 1

PHYSICAL ED: SPORT PSYCHOLOGY (42P) 0.4% 2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (420) 0.4% 2

PHYSICS (885) 0.4% 2

POLITICAL COMMUNICATION (94C) 0.2% 1

POLITICAL SCIENCE (940) 1.3% 6

POST-SEC ED: STUDENT AFFAIRS (170) 0.7% 3

PSYCHOLOGY (400) 3.1% 14

PSYCHOLOGY (40G) 0.2% 1

PUBLIC ADMIN: ECON & FINANCE (94E) 0.2% 1

PUBLIC POLICY (950) 0.7% 3

REAL ESTATE (166) 0.4% 2

SOC SCI TCH-PLAN B ALL SOC SCI (90B) 0.9% 4

SOC SCI TCHG-PLAN A SPECIALIST (90A) 0.4% 2

SOCIAL WORK (450) 1.5% 7

SOCIAL WORK: TWO YEAR PROGRAM (452) 0.2% 1

SPANISH (780) 0.4% 2

SPECIAL EDUCATION (22S) 0.2% 1

SPEECH PATHOLOGY (511) 0.7% 3

TCHG ENG TO SPKRS OF OTHR LANG (629) 0.2% 1

TCHG ENG TO SPKRS OF OTHR LANG (62T) 0.2% 1

TECH ED & TRAINING - TEACHING (33N) 0.7% 3

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (33T) 0.2% 1

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (34T) 0.2% 1

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (34U) 0.2% 1

TESOL/FRENCH (692) 0.2% 1

TESOL/SPANISH (698) 0.2% 1

TEXTILE AND APPAREL (32T) 1.1% 5

THE STUDY OF RELIGION (641) 0.4% 2

THEATRE (490) 0.4% 2

THEATRE: DESIGN & PRODUCTION (49P) 0.2% 1

WOMEN'S STUDIES (685) 0.7% 3

 

Major Code 2 Percentage Respondents

85.0% 386

(13D) 0.2% 1

(166) 1.5% 7

(208) 0.2% 1

(210) 3.7% 17

(21D) 2.6% 12

(34T) 0.2% 1

(43G) 0.2% 1

(780) 0.9% 4
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(810) 0.2% 1

(84A) 0.2% 1

(865) 0.2% 1

ANTHROPOLOGY (990) 0.2% 1

BIOLOGY (84K) 0.4% 2

BIOLOGY: ECOLOGY & SYSTEMATICS (84C) 0.2% 1

COMPOSITION - THEORY (522) 0.2% 1

CRIMINOLOGY (982) 0.2% 1

ECONOMICS: BUSINESS ANALYSIS (923) 0.2% 1

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (212) 0.2% 1

ENGLISH (620) 0.2% 1

FINANCE (165) 0.2% 1

FINANCE: FINANCIAL SERVICES (16S) 0.2% 1

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (141) 0.2% 1

PERFORMANCE (524) 0.2% 1

PHYSICAL ED: SPORT PSYCHOLOGY (42P) 0.2% 1

PHYSICS (885) 0.2% 1

POLITICAL SCIENCE (940) 0.2% 1

PSYCHOLOGY (400) 0.7% 3

TCHG ENG TO SPKRS OF OTHR LANG (629) 0.2% 1

WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES (686) 0.2% 1

 

Major Code 3 Percentage Respondents

99.8% 453

(70I) 0.2% 1

 

 

Residence Code Percentage Respondents

Iowa resident 91.2% 414

Non-Iowa resident 8.8% 40


